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Page Layout Details

- Transcript Page

Paper Size = 8 ½ x 11
Lines per Page = 66
First Transcript Line = 6
Transcript Lines per Page = 28
Characters per Inch = 10.0

Font Size – Text = 12
Time Stamps = 9

Text Position – Left = 1.20
Right = 7.50

Box       Style   Position  Thickness
Top       1-Line  0.65      0.01
Bottom    1-Line  10.25     0.01
Left      1-Line  1.10      0.01
Right     1-Line  7.63      0.01

- Transcript Text

Paragraph = 1.60
Colloquy = 1.60

Question – Position = 1.20
Text After = 1.60
Period After: Yes

Line Number – Print = On every line
Format = 1,2,3,...
Position = 1.05

Answer – Position = 1.20
Text After = 1.60
Period After: Yes

Time Stamp – Print = None
Format = 22:20:25
Position = 7.54
Separator -- :

Question – Position = 0.00

- Secondary Margin

Left Margin – 1 = 1.50
2 = 1.50
3 = 1.50

Right Margin – 1 = 7.50
2 = 7.10
3 = 6.90

Tabs – 1 = 1.60
2 = 2.00
3 = 2.00
4 = 2.00
5 = 2.00
6 = 4.80
7 = 5.30
8 = 5.80
9 = 6.30
10 = 6.80
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Page Layout Details

File name: 28FMT.PGL

- **Header/Footer/Running Header**

  Page Number - #
  Format: 1,2,3,...
  Justify = Flush to Right Margin
  Font Size = 12

  Line Number = 3

1 - none
2 - none
3 - none
4 - none
5 - none
6 - none
7 - none

**Graphics 1**

Position – Left = 0.00
Top = 0.00

Image Size – Width = 0.00
Height = 0.00

**Graphics 2**

Position – Left = 0.00
Top = 0.00

Image Size – Width = 0.00
Height = 0.00
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